Finding Rigs

We have created lookup tables to show which drilling contractors have the right size rigs marketed in an area. We have organized land rigs by area and rated depth and offshore rigs by type, rated drilling depth, and maximum water depth.

Rig Work History

Every week RigData polls all U.S. drilling contractors to prepare its Locations & Operators drilling activity reports. We have summarized drilling activity for the previous 12 months (July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013) for this directory, giving you a work history for each drilling rig. In absence of contractor-provided total depths, measured depth or proposed total depth from permits is summarized by drilling contractor, rig, and work area.

Rig Specifications

Our rig listing is organized by drilling contractor. Each entry provides the most important specifications: rated depth, drawworks, and horsepower. Offshore rigs include type and maximum water depth.

Thank You

Every year we distribute this complimentary directory to thousands of drilling managers and operating companies who have drilled or permitted a U.S. well in the preceding year.

We thank the advertisers whose support makes this possible, and we offer special thanks to the drilling contractors who provided their information.
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Latshaw Drilling & Exploration Company Rig #10 working for XTO Energy, Inc. in Carter County, Oklahoma on BROWN #1 6H31. This horizontal well in the Woodford Oil Play spudded on August 7, 2012 and was released on October 2, 2012 after drilling to a total depth of 19,985 feet. Rig #10 has a 500 ton Varco TDS II top drive with an Omron SCR system rated at 1,000,000 lbs hookload. It has a 1500hp Continental Emisco C 1 Type II drawworks driven by three 1500hp Caterpillar 3512 engines. Rig #10 is equipped with two 1600hp LEWCO WH 1612 Triplex mud pumps and has a maximum drilling depth of 20,000 feet. Information for all of Latshaw Drilling & Exploration Company’s rigs are found on pages 62-63.

Coastal Drilling Company, LLC Rig #22 began work on September 19, 2012 for McMoran Oil & Gas, LLC on JEANERETTE MINERALS, LLC #1 well in St. Martin Parish, Louisiana and is drilling to a proposed total depth of 30,000 feet. This barge has a SCR system that is powered by four Caterpillar 3516 engines. Rig #22 has a 750 ton Canrig top drive with 3000hp Continental Emisco C 3 Type II drawworks. It has a maximum drilling depth of 35,000 feet with a maximum water depth of 26 feet and is equipped with three 2200hp LEWCO Triplex mud pumps. Rig #22 and its two sister inland barge rigs operate in the shallow waters of the Gulf Coast. The listing for all of Coastal Drilling Company’s rigs is found on page 156.